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Mobile Device distractions
and Driving: The New
Exposure in Fleet Liability
Employees who bring mobile phones and other devices
into your vehicles create an unaddressed liability, putting
your organization at serious risk financially and legally.
Forward-thinking fleets are proactively eliminating this risk,
taking steps to ensure drivers aren’t using mobile devices
while on the road.

A

s a fleet professional, you
can be liable for all of your
drivers’ actions, which is
why many fleets seek to
hire drivers who are risk-averse. In the
past, fleets would use driver MVRs to
gauge the potential risk to your fleet.
However, there’s a driving hazard
that the majority of the population is
falling victim to. It’s a driving hazard
that’s becoming increasingly pervasive
when it comes to fleet liability: using
mobile devices while driving, whether
it’s texting, emailing, or other mobile
device distractions.
This series will educate you on
the dangers of mobile distractions
behind the wheel, from a safety and
liability perspective. It will also arm
you with all the stats you need to gain
management buy in to ban cell phone
use in your fleet, providing strategies
on how to prevent it altogether.

be as profound as those associated
with drunk driving.1 Cell phone
users had slower reaction times,
which resulted in a higher number
of accidents. Compared to a regular
driver, the risk of a crash is four times
more likely when a person is using a
cell phone, according to the National
Safety Council.2
What’s more alarming is that this
type of driver behavior is becoming
more commonplace. A national survey
by AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety
found that 69% of drivers reported
having talked on their cell phones
while driving in the past 30 days, and
24% admitted to texting or emailing
while driving.3
Law enforcement is aware of this
growing epidemic and as a result
46 states have banned texting while
driving; meanwhile only 14 states have
banned hand-held cell phone use

How Mobile Devices
Increase Driver
Distraction and Risk
Numerous studies and reports have
shown the dangers of cell phone
use while driving. One of the more
shocking reports came out of a
University of Utah study comparing
drivers who use their cell phones to
drunk drivers. The report highlighted
that the impairments associated with
using a cell phone while driving can

“…the risk of
a crash is four
times more
likely when a
person is using
a cell phone,
according to the
National Safety
Council.2”

violation, while “failure to obey a
traffic signal” is only 3 points.6
This also means that illegal cell
phone use will start appearing on
MVRs, which can have a profound
impact on individual driver profiles.
If the violation happens while the
person is a driver for your fleet,
this means it can tarnish your fleet’s
overall risk profile — not to mention
the potential loss in brand equity.
Fleets need to be proactive in
preventing cell phone use while driving,
and this goes beyond training and
awareness programs and simply having
your drivers sign a company policy.

The Consequences of
a Distracted Driving
Accident
Similar to other risky lifestyle
behaviors we know to be dangerous
but don’t fully apply the consequences
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altogether, considering it a primary
offense.4 Since June 2013, the penalty
for using a cell phone while driving
in New York, for example, equates to
5 points on your license and a fine of
up to $200 for the first offense, while
a second or third offense within 18
months of each other results in a $250
and $450 fine, respectively.5 To put
that into perspective, in New York,
“reckless driving” is also a 5-point

of the activity to ourselves, mobile
technology increases fleet exposure
to “at-fault” liability for accidents
involving your drivers. A recent
AT&T study surveying 1,000 drivers
revealed 98% of those who text and
drive are aware it’s dangerous, but
75% say they continue to do it.7 We
ignore better judgment, take the risk
and hope nothing bad happens. This
is not an effective approach. Your

goal is to reduce and eliminate risk
in your fleet, but without addressing
distracted driving in your company,
you’re essentially placing control of
the risk with the very same employees
who are knowingly practicing
unsafe and illegal mobile device use
behind the wheel. It’s not a matter
of if your fleet will experience an
accident caused by distracted driving,
but when. Moreover, savvy fleet
managers know that they can’t just
hope for compliance with awareness
campaigns or a written policy. Others
are learning the hard way, through
multimillion-dollar lawsuits, what

you can’t have employees on a cell
phone and endanger the motoring
public,” said Bob Hilliard, a lead
trial lawyer in the case. “From the
time I took the Coca-Cola driver’s
testimony and obtained the company’s
inadequate cell phone driving policy, I
knew we had a corporate giant with a
huge safety problem on our hands.”8
This case made it clear to the fleet
industry that even having a cell phone
policy in line with state law wouldn’t
necessarily protect a company from
potential liability and litigation, making
fleets consider banning cell phone use
altogether — hands free or not.

“Today’s verdict I hope sends
a message to corporate America
that you can’t have employees on
a cell phone and endanger the
motoring public.”
Bob Hilliard, a lead trial lawyer in the case against Coca-Cola.
the consequences can be for crashes
involving distracted drivers.
If you have been working in fleet
for a few years, you’re probably aware
of one noteworthy case involving
Coca-Cola. In 2012, a Texas jury
slapped the beverage company with
a $21 million verdict after a CocaCola employee struck a woman with
a company-owned vehicle while
talking on a hands-free device. While
the company had a written policy
that required the use of a handsfree device, which was consistent
and even exceeded Texas state law
requirements, the company was
called out for its cell phone policy
being too vague and ambiguous. The
plaintiff’s attorneys in the case argued
that Coca-Cola knew the cognitive
dangers of talking on a cell phone
while driving but didn’t share this
information with employees.
“Today’s verdict I hope sends a
message to corporate America that

The Coca-Cola case garnered an
onslaught of media attention but there
are countless other distracted driving
lawsuits with numerous victims and
multimillion dollar judgments. In 2007,
a jury fined a technology company
$21.6 million. Their employee was
using her cell phone while driving
and rear-ended a vehicle, resulting in
a fatality. In 2001, a lumber distributor
paid $16.1 million after an employee
struck an elderly woman and severely
injured her. The employee first claimed
he only used his cell phone after the
crash, but his phone records showed
he had been on the phone prior to the
accident. Additionally, a construction
company in Georgia paid a plaintiff
$4.75 million to settle a case over a cell
phone-related driving accident.
Avoiding lawsuits and large fines are
eye-opening reasons for you to ensure
you’re finding ways to enforce your
cell phone policy. Another motivator
for being proactive with your policy

is driver safety. The previous lawsuits
emphasized the monetary loss, but the
following crashes show how looking
down at your cell phone even for a
few seconds can result in lives lost. In
2010, a semitrailer crossed a median
and entered oncoming traffic where
it was struck by a 15-passenger van.
This crash resulted in the deaths of 11
people in Mundfordville, Ky. In the
same year, a distracted truck driver
set off a chain reaction of accidents.
The driver rear-ended another tractortrailer, which hit a school bus carrying
23 passengers. Moments later a second
school bus rear-ended the first school
bus. Two people were killed and 38
were injured, according to the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).
A high-profile case involving
an Arizona truck driver, who was
browsing Facebook and YouTube
and killed a police officer, illustrated
how an attempt to curb cell phone
use through an on-board video
recorder proved unsuccessful. The
video captured the driver crashing
his semi into three police cars and
two fire trucks that were responding
to a roadside accident. Although
the driver’s company installed a
video recorder in the vehicle, the
driver placed his wallet in front of
the recording device, attempting to
hide his cell phone use, according to
police records. The recording captures
everything leading up to the accident
and the driver’s 65 mph impact with
each one of the emergency vehicles.
In the video the driver’s phone flies
from his hands after impact. Officers
involved in the accident say they were
waving down the driver in an attempt
to catch his attention before jumping
out of the way. The driver claimed he
had been looking in his mirror at the
time of the accident, but investigators
found that the driver was browsing
the Internet. The driver was charged
with second-degree murder.
The on-board video event
recorder detailed the specific driving
negligence to crash investigators,
while creating a chain of evidence
proving culpability, however, it could
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catastrophic lawsuit, and shape the
the symptoms and consequences of
future of the solutions. In the next
and installation services to firms
distracted driving, and in the case
section, we will look at distracted
in telecommunications, broadband
of video, only provide a damaging
driving technology and how to adopt
and satellite industries recently
chain of evidence highlighting poor
a preventive method.
behavior at the time of an incident.
implemented the driver distraction
solution on more than 700 Windows
New to the marketplace is mobile
How Safety Technology
and Android mobile devices. Some
device policy enforcement technology
Can Prevent Distracted
of the results included a reduction in
that guarantees drivers cannot
Driving
rear-end accident rates by 82% and a
inappropriately use their phones while
With high-profile cases like the
drop in overall accidents by 42%. The
driving, except for emergency calls.
Arizona truck driver who was caught
company also reduced operating and
First-Hand Experience with
using his cell phone to browse
risk costs, improved safety through
Cellcontrol’s DriveProtect
Facebook and YouTube, it’s clear
policy enforcement and gained legal
that mobile technology is causing
DeCrescente Distributing Company
protection against punitive claims.
driver distraction, accidents and loss.
has a fleet of 75 company-owned
One direct store delivery company
Moreover, education and awareness
vehicles that service 7,500 square
in the southwest has reduced crashes
alone aren’t curing the urge to use
miles in eastern New York. For the
by 50% in the last four years. The
devices. While technology may be
beverage distribution company,
company has also lowered its insurance
at the root of mobile distractions
driving is really the bulk of its
costs by thousands of dollars. “It has
behind the wheel, ironically it can
business. Tom Turcotte, vice president
also kept us in compliance with both
also provide the solution for ending
of operations for DeCrescente put in
state and federal safety regulations,

along with their support team that has
been able to answer and solve any
problems that may arise,” says David
Eichermuller, assistant safety director,
North Florida Sales.
A national business services company
is balancing safety and productivity
by eliminating texting, emailing and
unnecessary phone applications while
simultaneously enforcing only handsfree inbound/outbound calls. This
means if a company wants to allow
hands-free, that’s also an option.
In Cellcontrol’s most recent
quarterly distracted driving report,
its DriveProtect technology has
stopped 24 million attempts to open a
cellphone application and/or SMS/text
messages by a driver behind the wheel.
How does it work?
Cellcontrol hardware comes in
several trigger options depending on
the fleet need. The hardware detects
vehicle motion and communicates
change in status directly with the
DriveProtect software loaded on
any mobile device in the vehicle.
A company’s enforcement policy
activates when vehicles move, and
deactivates at the conclusion of a
trip. Fleets customize the parameters
of their Cellcontrol policy on the
Cellcontrol Management Web can
Portal. Everything from music apps,
hands-free calls, navigation apps and
auto-responding SMS can be tailored
to each fleet’s specific policy.

After placing the Cellcontrol Trigger
in the vehicle and pushing the
Cellcontrol app to each driver’s mobile
device, the technology detects when
a vehicle is in motion and actively
enforces the employer mobile device
policy until the vehicle stops — at
which point the policy is lifted and
the driver is able to use the phone.
Cell phone policies can be as
restrictive as preventing drivers from
making/receiving calls, sending
or receiving texts and emails, or
accessing any phone functions until
the vehicle is stopped. Or, policies can
be less restrictive, allowing activities
like hands-free calls, navigation,
and/or custom applications. “The
DriveProtect Management Console
allows our customers to customize
policy at the fleet, region, branch,
vehicle, or even individual level,” says
David Coleman, VP of Strategy and
Market Development for Cellcontrol.
“We recognize fleets are balancing
safety against the productivity gained
by having employees carry mobile
devices, and our technology platform
fully supports that goal.”
Cellcontrol’s hardware is specifically
designed to be quickly installed.
Setup takes less than five minutes
per vehicle and requires no mobile
device pairing. Cellcontrol’s software
and hardware is tamper resistant and
notifies you via text or email alerts
if there are any attempts to tamper
with a trigger device or software.

The technology is compatible for all
Android, Apple, BlackBerry (up to
V10) Windows 5 and 6, and a number
of non-smartphones.

Conclusion
Texting, emailing and cell phone use
while driving are prevalent distractions
in all fleets and present a temptation
that even your best fleet drivers are
susceptible to. It’s naïve for fleets
to expect that a paper policy and
occasional reminders will keep your
drivers from accessing their phones
while behind the wheel. More than just
naïveté, case law has shown it to be
classified as a negligent practice.
The state and federal highway
regulatory bodies and legislatures
are aggressively seeking enforcement
against drivers who violate handset
use laws. The legal system sees
distracted driving lawsuits as easy
wins against employers whose
vehicles are involved in distracted
driving incidents.
Exhibited in some of the cases
mentioned earlier, distracted driving
lawsuits can not only tarnish your
company’s reputation, but also be
catastrophic in terms of lives and
cost. The solution is to proactively
prevent distractions. It’s clear that
being an early adopter of Cellcontrol
is the answer to eliminate negligence
and liability exposure caused by
employees using mobile technology
while driving.
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